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My name is Brucha Weisberger and I do have a major conflict of interest with the FDA. I work for G-d. I want to 

see everyone alive and well.  

It is apparent that there is no hope in talking to the FDA, so I will appeal directly to G-d for his help, and to the 

people, to open their eyes. 

 Lamnatzei'ach al ayeles hashachar, mizmor l'Dovid. 

What we are living through has been foretold in Psalms. G-d is directing this show.  

 Yosheiv bashamayim yischak, Hashem yil'ag lamo. 

 Ki doraish damim osam zachar, lo shachach tza'akas anavim. 

 Yashuv amalo v'rosho, v'al kadkado chamaso yairaid. 

Today we will witness the death of science at the FDA. This organization has been completely captured by the 

multi-billion dollar pharma industry to the point of total corruption. There is no fear of G-d or humility. But don't 

worry, G-d is in charge. He has orchestrated that the FDA has totally taken leave of their senses and is becoming 

more transparent in their lack of science, as they are going to approve new shots without evidence that they 

work.  

That's what the FDA did with the kids, 2 weeks ago.  

Do you know how bad the kids' trial was? 4,500 kids were in the trial, but 3,000 dropped out. Why?  

After the first shot, and after the second shot, many more kids in the vaccine group got covid, than in the 

placebo group. The shots harmed kids and caused infection. But they don't count that data, they ignore 97% of 

the covid cases in the trial, and they cherry-pick only the covid case count after 3 shots. Their entire claim of 

efficacy rests on 10 kids. Is this science? 

This is what the FDA will do again today. They will approve new shots with added variants based on ANTIBODY 

LEVELS that the shots stimulated in the bloodstream. That's the new fake science that they call 

immunobridging. As we saw in the kids' trials, it doesn't work in real life. 

This total death of science seems horrible but since it's from G-d, we know it must be a blessing. I believe it will 

cause people to finally wake up and realize that the FDA is a laughingstock and must be disbanded for the safety 

of America. 

Just as Haman was lifted to a high position right before his utter, public downfall, so too here.  

Yamtair al resha'im pachim, aish v'gafris v'ruach zil'afos m'nas kosam. 

 T'vo'aihu sho'ah lo yaida, v'rishto asher taman tilkido, b'sho'ah yipol bah. 

Yaivoshu v'yibahalu m'od kol oyivoy, yashuvu yaivoshu raga. 

These slides will give a glimpse of the hundreds of thousands disabled and killed by the so called covid vaccines. I 

know many such people personally. 



Since there isn't enough time here to do justice to the many grave issues, such as both male and female infertility, 

I ask the public to go to my site, truth613.substack.com, to become informed. 

Slide 2: The CDC and FDA didn't tell us, but we know from other sources about a doubling of the miscarriage rate 

and a doubling of the newborn death rate AFTER the vax rollout. 

Slide 3: Locations all over the world are now experiencing a drop in births on a scale which is statistically 

impossible to happen by chance, and it's not covid. It only started after the vax rollout to young people. Taiwan 

has a 23% drop in births in the first quarter of 2022. This is a sterilizing vaccine. 

Slide 4: Let's look at the heart damage these shots are causing. Myocarditis isn't mild. The damage is permanent 

and will likely lead to heart failure at a young age and early death.  

Slide 5: Why aren't you telling us that 62% of people checked with a D-dimer for blood clots within a week of 

vaccination are testing positive? 

Slide 6: A 25% increase in cardiac arrests linked to these vaccines and FDA is still not recalling them? Something is 

rotten at FDA. 

Slide 7: Look at the red lines way up there. That's all-cause mortality in the VAXXED. Compare it with the gray line 

on the bottom. That's all-cause mortality in the UNVAXXED. So, how does this shot save lives, when it is 

INCREASING DEATH? 

Slide 8: Dr. Peter Schirmacher, Chief Pathologist at the University of Heidelberg, was threatened that his whole 

family would be killed if he continued to speak up about the results of his autopsies showing that 30-40% of the 

people he checked had died from the covid vaccine. 

Slide 12: The FDA and CDC lie, but life insurance data doesn't. Deaths of 18-64 year olds were 2.6X the norm, in 

2021.  

Slide 15: Why does the FDA continue to kill people by saying that the old, safe medications don't work for covid, 

when the doctors who prescribe them are saving tens of thousands of patients with barely a single death, with 

the early treatment protocols you try to outlaw? 

And then you expect us to trust you? 

Slide 16: Why isn't the FDA exposing the fraud in the Pfizer trials? 

Slide 17: Why won't Dr. Peter Marks have an open scientific debate with Dr. Peter McCullough or ANY of the 

doctors who warn about the grave dangers of the covid shots? 

Slide 18: We have reached an all time low in our country, as open scientific discussion in an attempt to arrive at 

the truth has been squashed, punished, and shut down. 

The FDA has a choice. It can either stand up and admit the truth, recall the killer covid shots which bring 

nothing but death and destruction, or it will soon fall into oblivion and disrepute because of its grave 

negligence and uselessness in protecting the people. 

 


